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SUBJECT!	 DTPILLAR - Liaison with British

1. The following arrangements have been made in accordance with
agreements between CIA and the British at the recent London meetings

a. DrILLAH's Malaya representative meets regularly with the
British at Phoenix Park in Singapore and briefs them an his pro-
gram in Malaya and Singapore.

b. DTFILLAR's Hong Kong representative meets regularly with
Aldington, British Political Advisor, and briefs Mn on his program
in Hong Kong. No programs based in Hong Kong are undertaken with-
out general concurrence of the British.

c. DTFILLAR i s president meets frequently with Tull in San
Francisco and briefs him generally about overall DIPILLAR programs.
The rule of thumb followed is that Tull is told enough about
DTPILLAii to secure British cooperation and good will. (The British
had requested that such overall briefings be held in Singapore.
However, it is considered beat for DTPILIAR to control this from
San Francisco where an overall view of their operations is had.)

d. Occasional meetings are held between IOU, ha and British
representatives in Washington.

2. It is believed that these arrangements meet the requirements
outlined in London.
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